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	Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and Tools (2nd Edition), 9780321486813 (0321486811), Prentice Hall, 2006

	In the time since the 1986 edition of this book, the world of compiler design
	has changed significantly. Programming languages have evolved to present new
	compilation problems. Computer architectures offer a variety of resources of
	which the compiler designer must take advantage. Perhaps most interestingly,
	the venerable technology of code optimization has found use outside compilers.
	It is now used in tools that find bugs in software, and most importantly, find
	security holes in existing code. And much of the "front-end" technology —
	grammars, regular expressions, parsers, and syntax-directed translators — are
	still in wide use.


	Thus, our philosophy from previous versions of the book has not changed.
	We recognize that few readers will build, or even maintain, a compiler for a
	major programming language. Yet the models, theory, and algorithms associ
	ated with a compiler can be applied to a wide range of problems in software
	design and software development. We therefore emphasize problems that are
	most commonly encountered in designing a language processor, regardless of
	the source language or target machine.
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Data Mining with Microsoft SQL Server 2008John Wiley & Sons, 2008
The most authoritative book on data mining with SQL Server 2008

SQL Server Data Mining has become the most widely deployed data mining server in the industry. Business users—and even academic and scientific users—have adopted SQL Server data mining because of its scalability, availability, extensive functionality, and ease of...


		

High-Performance Computing: 6th International Symposium, ISHPC 2005, Nara, Japan, September 7-9, 2005Springer, 2008

	This is the joint post-proceedings of the 6th International Symposium on High
	Performance Computing (ISHPC-VI) and the First International Workshop on
	Advanced Low Power Systems 2006 (ALPS2006). The post-proceedings also
	contain the papers presented at the Second HPF International Workshop: Experiences
	and Progress (HiWEP2005) and the...


		

Mechanical and Spatial AptitudeLearning Express, 2001

	The ability to understand and use mechanical devices is critical for a job in many fields.Whether you decide to enter the military, apply for a government job, or take a job in private industry, you’ll have to take an entrance test that determines your skills and abilities. The military requires that all candidates take the ASVAB (Armed...





	

Digital Government: Technology and Public Sector PerformancePrinceton Press, 2005

	Few developments have had broader consequences for the public sector than the introduction of the Internet and digital technology. In this book, Darrell West discusses how new technology is altering governmental performance, the political process, and democracy itself by improving government responsiveness and increasing information available...


		

CentOS System Administration EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Become an efficient CentOS administrator by acquiring real-world knowledge of system setup and configuration


	About This Book

	
		Centralize user accounts in openLDAP and understand how Directory can be at the back-end of many services
	
		Learning Puppet to centralize server configuration will...



		

Human Resource Management at Work: The Definitive GuideKogan Page, 2020

	Having already outlined in the Introduction the broad content of HRM at Work, we can now move on to explain how the book might be used. We think it is best to work one’s way through the book sequentially, given the first four chapters set the backdrop within which specific areas of HR practice are designed, the next two review the work...
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